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WELCOME from the Camp Commander 

  The Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge (SCCC) is a Cadet Leadership Course (CLC) that will 
challenge you. It pushes you so you’ll grow. Are you self-disciplined? Can you lead? Can you 
truly work as a team? These are some of the questions the staff will be helping you to answer for 
yourself as you participate in awesome, hands-on activities and tours. 

  Specifically, our goal is to inspire you to develop 

• leadership skills, 
• learn about aviation, and military technology, 
• commit to a habit of regular exercise, and 
• live the Core Values. 

  As cadets of the U.S. Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFJROTC), your 
training will emphasize not only leadership and character but fitness and STEM (science, 
technology, engineering, and math) as you explore career opportunities in those areas and so 
much more.  
 
 
 
 Welcome,  
 
 //Signed// 
 MICHAEL H. MANNEY, Major, USAF (Ret) 
 Camp Commander



 
 

Welcome to the Challenge! 

  Welcome to the Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge Cadet Leadership Course (CLC). Your 
selection to participate in this very demanding week-long camp is testament to your dedication 
and past performance in your respective unit. Hopefully the camp will be a catalyst to assist you 
with making your unit a better performing unit.  
   
  Expect to be pushed to the limit in athletics, academics, dormitory arrangement and general 
knowledge. I challenge you to keep an open mind, push yourself to the limit and continuously 
strive for excellence 100 percent of the time you are here. Mediocrity will not be tolerated at any 
time. Therefore, you must have a mindset of success and a willingness to accomplish all tasks 
efficiently and effectively. When you are instructed to accomplish a task, you will be expected to 
give your all WITH A POSITIVE ATTUTUDE.  
   
  The success or failure of the entire camp rests in the caliber of cadets in attendance. If we all 
work together to ensure no task is left undone, we all win in the end.  
 
  Again, welcome and I hope your experience is a positive and rewarding challenge. 
 
 
 //Signed// 
 AL BANKS, MSGT, USAF (Ret.) 
 Camp Commandant 
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WELCOME TO SCCC 
 
Cadet Leadership Course (CLC) 
 
  The goal of CLC is to instill the principles of teamwork, leadership and effective 
communications while enhancing in each a sense of self-confidence, self-respect, and self-
discipline. This is accomplished using a combination of adventure training, team challenges, 
physical fitness training and discipline drills. This training will evolve you into a different 
person than when you started.  
 
  As a camp cadet you will be exposed to a full day of leadership and teamwork activities that 
will help you develop skills in time management, attention to detail, leadership, and teamwork. 
You will learn how to be an effective team member to be better prepared to lead at your home 
unit. You will leave the CLC with a stronger sense of purpose and mission. You will know how 
to achieve success in any training environment.  
   
  This week will involve you keeping a demanding schedule of academic and physical 
challenges. You will be constantly evaluated on how well you stand-up to and perform on these 
conditions. You will gain the confidence of a team member and better understand what it takes 
to become a leader. 
 
Graduation Requirements 
 
  To graduate and earn the Leadership School Ribbon, you must participate actively for at least 
80% of the camp program, adhere to the Core Values, and complete all activities to the 
satisfaction of the camp staff. If you voluntarily depart for home early (except for a serious 
health issue or family hardship) or are expelled for disciplinary reasons, you do not graduate and 
do not earn the Leadership School Ribbon. 
 
Cadets to Help You 
 
  Cadets Support Cadets. You do not face the Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge’s (SCCC) tasks 
alone.  As discussed on page 7, your “wingman” will help you with daily camp life, and your 
element leader will, too. Your flight is supposed to function as a team, so look to your flight 
mates for support.  If your fellow students lack the experience or know-how, turn to your flight 
commander, support staff, and Cadre for guidance. 
 
  Support from Adults. Know that the JROTC Instructor(s) is the adult leader available to you if 
you’re struggling with something that you don’t want to discuss with another cadet. You can see 
your instructor any time that you need to. 
 
Safety 
 
  If you see something that does not look safe to you, speak up! Any cadet may sound the Air 
Force command, “KNOCK IT OFF” if he or she thinks someone might get hurt.  When you hear 
“knock it off,” immediately stop what you are doing and await further instructions. 
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  Safety is serious business. No one wants to get hurt, and if someone is injured, the team might 
not complete its mission. Pay special attention to what your wingman is doing and how he or 
she looks or feels because you have a special duty to keep your wingman safe. 
 
The MILITARY-STYLE TRAINING ENVIRONMENT 
 
  Camp life is a regimented life. You’ll be challenged by a carefully designed, age-appropriate, 
military-style training environment. Surveys show that the opportunity to thrive in a strict, Air 
Force-like setting is among the top reasons young people become cadets. 
 
  What it’s Like. SCCC’s emphasis on military bearing, saluting, and discipline is ratcheted up a 
few notches than what you’re used to at ordinary AFJROTC unit-level cadet activities.   
Therefore, you will sometimes feel stressed. You will hear commands issued more emphatically 
and more loudly than usual. You will feel a sense of urgency to follow orders and complete your 
duties. Cadre will sometimes lean into your personal space, strongly make eye contact, and 
challenge you to exceed their expectations. 
 
  Feelings of Doubt. Early in the SCCC, you may feel overwhelmed and wonder, “What am I 
doing here? I’m not sure if SCCC is right for me.” These feelings are normal. Thousands of 
cadets have struggled in the first few days of a CLC, only to surprise themselves by their 
tenacity. They hang in there. They turn to their wingman and leaders for support. Before long, 
they’re succeeding. Before long, they’re having an awesome time.  On graduation day, the 
cadets who had wondered if they would give up admit that they wish SCCC would never end. 
 
  Hazing is Prohibited. While the military-style training environment challenges you, AFJROTC 
does not tolerate hazing.  You will never be belittled, made fun of, called names, sworn at, hit, 
or physically intimidated. The cadet cadre are servant leaders who set high standards, but are not 
bullies. “Respect” is an important value. No one will dishonor your dignity as a person. No one 
can force you to do something your conscience tells you is morally wrong. If you experience 
any of these marks of hazing or see a fellow cadet being hazed, see your instructor right away. 
 
KEEP CALM UNDER PRESSURE 
 
  Scientists say that your body’s nervous system cannot be calm and in crisis mode at the same 
time. By practicing relaxation techniques, you can fool your body such that stress hormones stop 
firing and a relaxed feeling takes over. 
 
  One way to do this is through controlled breathing. While standing at attention, focus your 
mind on your breathing. Feel your chest rise and fall, and try to think of nothing else. Keep your 
knees loose – don’t lock them! 
 
  Perhaps outside thoughts may intrude, but just ignore them 10 times in 10 seconds if you have 
to. The goal is to turn-off the thoughts racing through your mind so that you can slow down, 
give your mind a rest, and regain a measure of calmness.
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Initials 

Initials 

Initials 

Initials 

Initials 

Initials 

Cadet Honor Agreement 
 

I, Cadet _______________________, AFJROTC, have come to the Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge 
(SCCC) to experience the full range of opportunities and challenges of this Cadet Leadership Course.  I 
understand that SCCC offers me a chance to 

• develop leadership skills, 

• learn about aviation, space, and technology, 

• demonstrate my commitment to physical fitness, and 

• live the Core Values. 

I understand that to accomplish those goals SCCC is run in a strict, military-like training environment, 
and therefore I pledge to: 

____consistently display a high level of self-

discipline, military bearing, and military customs 

and courtesies. 

____live in a community with my fellow cadets, 

rise for First Call, turn-in for Taps, and, to 

develop my self-reliance, go without phones and 

the Web. 

 
____maintain my quarters and personal gear in a 

constant state of readiness for inspection. 

 

____obey all AFJROTC rules and regulations in 

fact and spirit, and to cooperate with the cadets 

and instructors who are appointed to lead, train, 

and assist me. 

 
____be open to new experiences and actively 

participate in all classes, tours, activities, 

academic assignments, and calisthenics and 

sports. 

____help my fellow cadets succeed as I put 

service to my team before myself. 

 

 

I accept SCCC’s challenges and pledge to meet them with my very best effort. I am ready to train and I 
hereby request admittance. 

 

 

 

____________________ ____________________ ______________________ 

CADET    FLIGHT COMMANDER  CAMP INSTRUCTOR
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LEADERSHIP AND CHARACTER KNOWLEDGE 
 
The Core Values 
 
  The warrior spirit comes down to doing the right thing. But what is that thing? Which values 
should we give priority to so that our lives are honorable? Borrowing from the Air Force, 
AFJROTC has identified three Core Values to guide every cadet and officer. The Core Values 
are the price of admission to AFJROTC. 
 
  What are “Core Values”? The Core Values are the three basic qualities AFJROTC expects all 
cadets to display at all times: Integrity First, Service before Self, and Excellence in All We Do. 
They are to guide how we live and perform. 
 
  In AFJROTC. A unit’s success in everything they do hinges on how well they embrace the 
Core Values. An individual’s character can affect the team’s success. 
 
  List every great quality you want to see in a cadet or in a leader.  Put the list aside, and when 
you come back to it you will think of even more great qualities to add. It would be impossible for 
even one hundred Core Values to describe the rich traditions of cadet life. Our three values 
represent the fundamentals and are easy to remember. They are like road signs giving us basic 
directions on our journey. 
 
  To truly embrace the Core Values, we need to consider what each one means: 
 
THE CORE VALUES EXPLAINED 
 
  Integrity First. Integrity is the willingness to do what is right, even when no one is looking. 
Think of it is a moral compass or inner voice guiding your every decision. People of integrity are 
honest and morally courageous.  They can be counted on to fulfill their responsibilities, even in 
difficult circumstances. They don’t blame others for their mistakes, and they don’t take credit for 
someone else’s work. Integrity is the cornerstone of military service. 
GOALS 
  Service before Self. This Core Value teaches us that the needs of the team and of the people we 
help take priority over our individual wants and desires. To put it even more simply, Service 
before Self is about “selflessness.” It’s the difference between “giving” and “taking.” This Core 
Value is especially important because AFJROTC’s core mission is developing citizens of 
character dedicated to serving their nation and community. Service before Self is also evident 
when experienced cadets mentor and train new cadets.   
 
  Excellence in All We Do. Being a cadet means you value Excellence. No matter what challenge 
is facing you, you will give it your best effort. If you value Excellence, you demonstrate 
teamwork and know that teams accomplish more than individuals do. Moreover, to display this 
Core Value, you must make a commitment to continuous self-improvement – you must study, 
train, and work to better yourself and fulfill your potential in every aspect of your life. 
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THE WARRIOR SPIRIT 
 
  The warrior spirit is a condition of the heart.  The Air Force describes it as tough-mindedness 
and tireless motivation. 
 
  A warrior is someone whose strong character enables him or her to make sacrifices for the team 
and achieve long-term goals. Warriors defend something valuable – their personal honor. Having 
a warrior spirit means that you make a promise to yourself that you will not lie, cheat, or steal, 
even if everyone else commits those wrongs. 
 
  Why does the warrior spirit matter? Like a muscle, the warrior spirit grows stronger as you 
exercise it.  By overcoming small challenges in your daily life, you strengthen your character so 
that when something unnerving happens to you one day, you’ll be ready for it emotionally and 
spiritually. Some of the benefits of striving for a warrior spirit include: 
 

Clear Conscience. Break promises and soon you’ll see yourself as being a liar. Guilt will 
weigh you down.  Having a warrior spirit means your conscience is clear.  You’ll enjoy 
freedom from shame and embarrassment and you’ll take pride in your actions. 

 
Good Reputation. People who display a warrior spirit build good reputations. They earn 
trust and respect by doing the right thing, and their leaders take note. A good reputation 
opens doors that are closed to people whose sense of honor is questionable. 

 
Environment of Trust and Respect. If you and the people around you display the warrior 
spirit, you will be creating an environment of trust and respect. This translates into a life 
that is less stressful and more rewarding. Friendships will be stronger. You and the 
people in your circle will be more successful because the warrior spirit is motivating 
everyone to do their best. 

 
RELY ON YOUR WINGMAN 
 
  Inspired by a “warrior spirit,” you’re charging hard at what you do. You’ll need someone you 
can trust to watch over you.  Who helps you look after your physical, mental, and spiritual 
fitness? Your wingman.  In fighter pilot jargon, a wingman flies next to you in combat.  In 
everyday life, a wingman is a friend who helps you make good decisions. It’s the Air Force 
version of the buddy system.  "The wingman is absolutely indispensable,” according to the 
legendary fighter ace, Gabby Gabreski. “I look after my wingman, he looks after me. We work 
together. We fight together.”  Pair up with another cadet. Be each other’s wingman. 
 
DISCIPLINE 
 
  “Discipline” can be traced to the word disciple, which is a person who follows his or her 
teacher’s instructions. Discipline is enables you to act properly and achieve the right goals. 
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Self-discipline can be defined as the ability to direct your thoughts, emotions, and actions toward 
a meaningful purpose. In short, self-discipline is willpower. It is a deep sense of commitment to 
a standard of excellence. If you do not control your emotions, your emotions will control you. 
 
  Self-disciplined leaders think before they act. They choose to resist sudden impulses. They stay 
cool and collected, even in stressful situations. In short, their discipline grants them freedom, the 
liberty to accomplish their goals. 
 
FOUR PRACTICAL STEPS to DEVELOP SELF-DISCIPLINE 
 
  Watch Yourself. Are you working toward your goals, or are you distracted? To be self-
disciplined, you have to watch yourself constantly.  Are you catching yourself doing the right 
things, or are you too often catching yourself succumbing to temptations? 
 

Learning to stand at attention builds self-discipline.  You have to stay immobile. You 
can’t talk. You have to keep your posture just right. You can’t fidget. You can’t let the 
fact that your flight sergeant is standing right in front of you and looking you in the eye 
be a distraction. And so you have to “watch” yourself and be careful to keep your mind in 
control of your behavior. 

GOALS 
  Excitement vs. Determination. If you simply focus your mind and your energy will you 
automatically reach your goals? Probably not. Excitement is good for short bursts of energy to 
get you started, but it takes perseverance to reach big goals. Disciplined people have a habit of 
focusing on short-term goals along their way to a bigger goal. 
 

Earning the Top Performer Award takes more than excitement, it takes determination. At 
first, most cadets have the enthusiasm to earn the Top Performer, but that excitement 
wears down and isn’t strong enough to carry them the 2 to 4 years to Top Performer. But 
if a C/Amn focuses on making C/A1C, then C/SrA, and so on, that cadet has a better 
chance of reaching C/Col because those intermediate goals lend themselves to discipline 
and determination.  Take SCCC one day at a time, one class or one hour at a time, and 
you’ll make it to graduation. 

 
  Tenacity. Real winners never quit. That’s tenacity, the ability to keep going despite obstacles 
and frustrations. 
 

If you tackle an obstacle course during encampment or if your flight bombs its first big 
inspection, you’ll have an opportunity to show tenacity. On an obstacle course, maybe 
The Wall will seem too much for you. Will you keep trying, or just give up? If your flight 
fails an inspection today, does that mean you’ll fail tomorrow? 

 
  Celebrate Success. A good way to develop discipline is through “positive reinforcement.” 
When you’ve caught yourself doing things right for a while, give yourself a round of applause. 
Treat yourself. 
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At SCCC, you’ll see this with the daily Honor Flight awards. Those awards recognize the 
flights that are performing well and they encourage the flight to keep going. A little bit of 
recognition or granting yourself a personal treat of some kind helps you keep going. 

 
LEADERSHIP 
 
  The Air Force defines leadership as: “The art and science of influencing and directing people 
to accomplish the assigned mission.” 
 
“THE ART AND SCIENCE...” 
 
  Leadership is an art because it requires imagination and creative skill.  No two leaders approach 
a challenge exactly alike – there are usually several “right” answers to a leadership problem. 
Further, leaders bring their unique personality to their work and express themselves as 
individuals.  Because how a leader acts is a matter of style and personal judgment, leadership is 
an art. 
 
  But leadership is also a science because it is an academic subject requiring careful study, 
observation, and experimentation. Much of what we know about leadership is rooted in social 
sciences like psychology, political science, and sociology that try to use the scientific method to 
study why people behave as they do. Scholars look for cause and effect in leadership the same 
way scientists analyze chemical reactions. 
 
  As an art, leadership gives leaders freedom to express themselves. As a science, leadership 
demands that leaders think before they act. 
 
“… OF INFLUENCING AND DIRECTING PEOPLE…” 
 
  A mechanic works with screwdrivers and wrenches. An accountant works with numbers. But a 
leader works with people. Leaders find a way to affect people, to get them to do something.  A 
leader may try to shape how the team thinks so its members see the world in a new way. Or a 
leader may appeal to emotions in hopes that teammates change how they feel toward something.  
And in some cases, a leader may simply tell someone to do something, relying on pure authority. 
But in the end, leaders care mostly about changing behavior. They try to shape someone’s 
thoughts or feelings so that that person goes and does something. 
 
“…TO ACCOMPLISH THE ASSIGNED MISSION.” 
 
  What is that something the leader wants their people to do? The mission. The mission is the 
reason why the team exists.  When expressed in broad strokes, a mission defines the team’s long-
term goal. Google’s mission is to "organize the world’s information.”  Apple’s is to “spearhead 
the digital revolution.” Although these slogans lack detail, the mission statements explain in 
simple words what those companies aim to do.   
 
  Missions can be small in scope, too. “Lead the cadets safely through a compass course,” is a 
mission a cadet NCO might be assigned one afternoon. 
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  Accomplishing the mission is the leader’s biggest responsibility. 
 
SERVANT LEADERSHIP 
 
  Leadership is not about controlling people, but serving them. This is one of the core beliefs of a 
philosophy known as servant leadership. Servant leadership is when the leader sees himself or 
herself primarily as the team’s servant. The goal of servant leadership is to enhance the growth 
of individuals in the organization and increase teamwork and personal involvement. Consider 
this perspective: 
 
  "The servant-leader is servant first… It begins with the natural feeling that one wants to 
SERVE, to serve first. Then a [willful choice] brings one to aspire to lead... That person is 
sharply different from one who is a LEADER first, perhaps because of the need to [fulfill] an 
unusual power drive or to acquire material possessions…” 
 
  It is easy for new leaders to become arrogant, to show off their rank and delight in bossing 
people around. (Do people who are full of themselves inspire you or turn you off?) So much of 
what we think we know about leadership is based on old concepts of power, not on the leader’s 
potential to help individual people and the team succeed. Servant leadership, then, is the new 
leader’s vaccine against becoming self-centered or a bully. It focuses the new leader on the 
team’s needs. 
 
EXAMPLES OF SERVANT LEADERSHIP 
 
  For example, an NCO informed by the idea of servant leadership will not use his or her rank to 
take a position first in line to eat, but rather will eat only after the team has been fed. The airmen 
come first. When conducting a uniform inspection, the servant-leader’s goal will be to help each 
individual meet AFJROTC’s high standards, not try to intimidate the airmen or play “gotcha.” 
Servant leadership is not about a personal quest for power, prestige, or material rewards.  
Christianity gives us a classic example of servant leadership that leaders from all backgrounds 
can appreciate. Jesus tells the apostles, 
 
  “You know that among the Gentiles those whom they recognize as their rulers lord it over them, 
and their great ones are tyrants over them. But it is not so among you [the apostles]; but 
whoever wishes to become great among you must be your servant, and whoever wishes to be first 
among you must be slave of all.” Mark 10:42-45, NRSV 
 
SERVANT LEADERSHIP IN THE MILITARY 
 
  The military, with its top-down hierarchy and chain of command could possibly emphasize rank 
too much. Pulling rank is often seen as a lazy, immature, and counterproductive way to lead.  A 
proper reading of the NCO Creed and the Core Values will show that servant leadership is the 
way to go. Therefore, servant leadership, and the idea of caring which it is built upon, is a natural 
fit for the Air Force. “Caring bonds us together,” according to a former Chief Master Sergeant of 
the Air Force. “When caring is lacking… mission failure is a very real possibility.”
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SERVANT LEADERSHIP IN ACTION 
THE LEADER, THE WORKER, & THE BYSTANDER 
 
  Picture a country road leading through a wilderness to a river. A dozen soldiers are trying to 
build a bridge, but there are not enough men for the job. It’s 1776 and the Revolutionary War is 
underway. 
  Now comes on a beautiful stallion an impressive, serious looking man. There is something 
powerful about the way he carries himself. He commands respect. 
  “You don’t have enough men for the job, do you?” asks the man on horseback. 
  “No, we don’t,” answers the lieutenant in charge of the work detail.  “The men will need more 
help if we are to finish the bridge on time.” 
  “I see,” replies the man on horseback. “Well, why aren’t you helping them? You are just 
standing back and watching them work.” 
  “That, sir, is because I am an officer!” snaps the lieutenant. “I lead, I don’t do.” 
  “Indeed.” The man on horseback then dismounts, tosses aside his cap, and rolls up his sleeves. 
He labors with the men under the hot sun for several hours until at last, drenched in sweat, he 
proclaims the job done. 
  “Lieutenant,” says the man as he mounts his horse and prepares to depart, “the next time you 
have too much work and not enough men, the next time you are too important or high ranking or 
proud to work, send for the Commander in Chief and I will come again.” 
  It was General Washington. 
 
TEAMWORK 
 
  A team is a collection of individuals who are committed to working together to achieve a 
common goal.  Let’s take a closer look at what makes a team a team. 
 
  Team Diversity. Because a team is comprised of individuals, everyone on the team is unique 
and brings their own special talents and personality.  Great teams use individuals’ special skills 
to their advantage.  One person’s strength helps overcome another person’s weakness. 
 
  Team Leadership. By being so committed to working together, team members look to one 
another – not just to their boss – for leadership.  They pass information to each other, encourage 
fellow teammates, and solve problems together, rather than waiting for the leader’s directions. 
 
  Team Spirit. One thing that makes being on a great team special is team spirit. Teammates feel 
something deep down connecting them to the team. The best teams become like extended 
families.  This sense of team spirit is important because it builds trust, making team members 
eager to cooperate and not afraid of making compromises as they work together. 
 
  Team Power. Great teams defy the laws of math, making 2+2=5.  They produce synergy, the 
idea that by working together they can achieve more than each individual could on their own.
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QUALITIES OF GOOD TEAM PLAYERS 
 
  Now we know what a team is. But what does it take to become part of a team? Outlined below 
are four characteristics of good team members. 
 
  Self-Discipline. Teams rely on their members to direct and control their own actions. Effective 
team members possess a self-discipline that makes them dependable. They have the discipline to 
follow directions.  They come to the team ready to make a contribution. 
 
  Selflessness. Teamwork always requires sacrifice. A willingness to put the team’s needs ahead 
of your own is the price of admission onto any great team. Selflessness also requires team 
members to cooperate.  They must be willing to help one another and the leader complete the 
team’s work. 
 
  Enthusiasm. If one member of the team has a positive attitude, that sunny outlook will spread to 
the other members of the team. Enthusiasm is contagious. Take responsibility for your own 
enthusiasm. Recognize that positive people are positive because they choose to be that way. 
 
  Loyalty. None of these traits matter if you give up on the team, or even worse, betray the team 
or its leader. A team member must be loyal – faithful to the people on the team, supportive of its 
leader, and committed to the team’s mission. Loyalty is a power that holds the person to the team 
in good times and bad.
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THE TEAM’S LIFE CYCLE 
 
  What’s it take to transform a bunch of people into a unified team? 
Teams typically pass through four stages before becoming effective. 
 
Stage 1. Forming. When a group first comes together, they’re in 
chaos. Everyone is pointed in a different direction. People may not 
know what to expect. That uncertainty makes some fearful. And 
having not yet invested time or energy in the team, its members 
are apt to have a limited commitment to its success. 
 
Stage 2. Storming. As the team begins to take shape, individuals’ 
personalities begin to show themselves. People struggle to assert 
their personal needs and goals. Some may battle for attention. As 
these competing personalities and individual needs clash, team 
members come into conflict with one another. At this early stage, 
the team lacks the trust necessary to truly work in unison. 
 
Stage 3. Norming. Now the team is coming into its own. The leader’s 
standards gain acceptance by the team and the team members 
themselves set standards about how the team will work together. 
Because the uncertainty of the forming stage and the conflict of 
the storming stage is dying down, people feel more secure. They 
become more committed to the mission and one another. 
 
Stage 4. Performing. At last the group has truly become a team. 
Performing is the stage at which the team is at its best. After 
what was probably a rocky start, the team is now entirely focused 
on the team’s goal. Although there’s always room for improvement, 
here the team is fine-tuning its ability to work together. The 
under-lying fundamentals are in place for the team to succeed 
and reach its full potential. 
 
Team leaders need to be aware of the “forming, storming, norming, 
and performing” principle of team dynamics so they can provide 
the right support at the right time. 
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Camp Talega 
 

Transportation to Camp Talega 
  Cadets will be required to ride to the camp together in government provided transportation. All 
cadets will report to the Santiago High School Campus in front of building T-108 (Figure 1.)   

Figure 1. Santiago High School Campus 

  The camp will be chaperoned by Air Force JROTC instructors and district approved parent 
volunteers. The camp is strictly controlled from the time the cadets wake up until lights out. 
They will be housed in separate male/female quarters (Figure 2.) with around-the-clock security. 

Figure 2. Camp Talega 

Classroom 

Dormitories 

Hale Koa 
Dining 
Facility 

T-107 thru 109 
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DIRECTIONS TO GRADUATION PARADE GROUNDS 
 
If you are traveling from Corona 

Take I-15 to Hwy 74 West - Ortega Highway ending at San Juan Capistrano. 

Take I-5 South to Cristianitos exit and go left (East). 

This street will take you to the Camp Talega gate on Camp Pendleton. 

Inform the gate guard that you are going to the JROTC graduation. 

Go right at the gas station just past the gate onto San Mateo Drive. 

Keep on this road for 1 mile. 

Parade grounds parking will be on the right side. 

Viewing stands are located on the South side of the Parade Grounds. 

If you are traveling from San Diego/Oceanside 

Take interstate I-5 North to Cristianitos exit and go right (East). 

This street will take you to the Camp Talega gate on Camp Pendleton. 

Inform the gate guard that you are going to the JROTC graduation. 

Go right at the gas station just past the gate onto San Mateo Drive. 

Keep on this road for 1 mile. 

Parade grounds parking will be on the right side. 

Viewing stands are located on the South side of the Parade Grounds. 

Figure 3.  Parade Grounds

Gas Station 

To Cristianitos Gate 

Parade Grounds 

To Camp Talega 
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Basic Rules of Engagement 
 

Bottom Line up Front 
 
  All cadets will review this SOP and follow all instructions and the diagrams to the best of their 
ability.  Remember, the manner in which you prepare yourself, your area and your items speaks 
volumes about you as a cadet. 
 
Behavior 
 
- Hazing will NOT be tolerated at any time during camp.  Violators of this rule will be 

subject to expulsion from the camp. 
- Respect and follow the instructions of the instructors, the chaperones, and the cadets 

appointed over you.   
- Refrain from any act or derogatory word(s) that would discredit you, your family, school, or 

unit. 
- Perform all assigned duties and meet all obligations in a timely manner. 

 
Dormitories 
 
  All cadets are required to keep their dormitory area in inspection order at all times. The only 
exception is during morning physical training (PT).  See Attachment 1 for details. 
 
Uniform 
 
- Be proud of the uniform and commitment to AFJROTC which sets you apart from others. 
- Uniform inspections will be conducted on a daily basis.  Shoes will be shined nightly. No 

Corafram (shiny patent leather) shoes are allowed. 
 
Grooming 
 
  All cadets will adhere to the grooming standards in Attachment 2, no exceptions.  Violators of 
this rule will be subject to expulsion from the camp. 
 
Electronic Devices 
 
  Electronic items will be confiscated upon arrival, INCLUDING CELL PHONES (all cadets 
will be allowed to phone home upon arrival and on Thursday evening at 7:00PM). 

  If cadets refuse to relinquish or hide electronics they will be removed from the camp. Any cadet 
caught in the possession of any forbidden items will be removed from the camp. Cadets not able 
to engage in activities due to injury for a period of more than 72 hours will be removed from the 
camp and not allowed to graduate. Cadets unwilling to participate will be removed from the 
camp. Cadets removed from the camp will need to be picked up at Camp Pendleton by parent or 
responsible adult within 12 hours of notification.
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Camp Expanded Instructions 
GENERAL RULES  
   
Cadets attending the SCCC are expected to learn, retain, and take back to your units, concepts of 
leadership and teamwork to enhance your unit flight and group staffs. This camp is not designed 
to teach you how to write a point paper or how to work on a project but to understand teamwork 
and what it takes to stand out and take charge of your element or flight.  
  Cadets are specifically selected to attend the SCCC. They are expected to be the best 
representatives of their AFJROTC programs. As such, their behavior is expected to be of the 
highest standards, reflecting pride, honor, and integrity upon themselves, their respective units, 
and the United States Air Force.  

  Cadet behavior standards are established to provide for the safety and welfare of cadets as well 
as promote orderly, efficient conduct of the camp. SCCC is an opportunity for selected cadets to 
learn skills that will increase their leadership potential within their unit, as well as increase their 
success in a military career or as a citizen of our country.  

  Any cadet behavioral problem distracts from the time and efforts of the instructors, 
cadre, and other cadets. Problems should be prevented when possible and dealt with 
fairly and quickly when they occur.  

  The Cadet Group Commander will investigate all reported cadet conduct violations and 
coordinate with the Camp Commander and home unit instructors. They will make 
recommendations for action; however the Camp Commander and home unit instructors 
will make final decisions on the action to be taken.  

  All cadets will be briefed by their unit instructors regarding SCCC behavior standards prior to 
attending the SCCC. In addition to following the specific rules listed, cadets should use common 
sense and realize that any behavior that reflects badly upon themselves, their units, or their 
uniform is unacceptable.  

  Cadets who give their maximum effort during the brief training periods at SCCC will find their 
efforts are personally rewarding, and will have fond memories of SCCC for a lifetime.  

  Cadets will be evaluated in many areas during SCCC. This SOP is to be used in these areas. 
Review this material before arriving at SCCC. Talk to your instructor if you have any 
questions or do not understand any of the procedures.  
 
CADET DISCIPLINE 
  
  Minor offenses may be handled with verbal corrections or use of the SCCC Form 341. 34l 
discrepancies will lower the score of the individual and flight for SCCC competition and awards. 
The Camp Commander, Cadet Group Commander, and home unit instructor will deal with major 
offenses. Unacceptable behavior could result in dismissal from SCCC. Additionally, any cadet 
who cannot participate for 72 hours or more for physical or mental incapacitation will also be 
removed from the camp.  
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Attitude: Demonstrate a positive attitude at all times. If you get discouraged after a minor failure 
or poor performance in an area, it will send the signal that you give up too easily and lose 
confidence – just the opposite of what leaders should do. Negative attitudes will stand out 
quickly. They will be dealt with just as quickly. If you keep a positive attitude all week – even 
with some disappointments – you will grow as a leader and have a very rewarding week.  

  Safety: Your personal safety is the most important priority at this school. Each activity will be 
completed in a safe manner; therefore, weather, especially high temperatures, will impact every 
training decision. Plan to be flexible if severe conditions force us to change the daily schedule. 
Horseplay and dangerous activities, especially in the dorm will not be tolerated. Conduct 
yourself maturely all times or win a free trip home.  

  Personal Appearance: The standards at SCCC are exactly the same as those prescribed by 
AFJROTC instructions. The Cadre will evaluate all phases of training according to Air Force 
standards – no exceptions. Spend ample time attending to this aspect of your performance. It will 
affect your “standing” at the end of the week. Uniform and grooming standards are detailed in 
this SOP. Read them just to make sure you understand what is expected of you.  

  Military Customs and Courtesies: This is a military leadership school; therefore, we expect 
you to observe all military customs and courtesies. Salutes will be rendered in all places 
except formation and training areas. While marching as a flight, the Cadet Flight Commander 
will salute for the unit. At all other times, cadets should salute Air Force officer instructors in 
uniform. When instructors are in utilities salutes are appropriate to any instructor if rank cannot 
be determined. We will pay full honors and show appropriate respect for the flag at all times. 
Military personnel are polite and courteous at all times.  

Cadet Conduct  

  All cadets are bound by the cadet honor code. “I will not lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate 
those who do.”  

  There will be no intimate contact or public displays of affection between cadets at any time. 
This includes holding hands, kissing, and embraces.  

  No drugs, alcohol, or tobacco will be used or possessed by any cadet.  

  Cadets will not use profane or inappropriate language at any time.  

  Cadets will not have contact with non-SCCC personnel until after the awards ceremony and 
graduation.  

  Cadets will not use the telephone until approved by the Camp Commander. Instructors or 
Chaperones are not authorized to give permission to make phone calls. Phones will be 
secured and made available only during specific periods as directed by the Camp Commander. 
Unauthorized use of a cellular phone will be reported to the Camp Commander. Instructors will 
be vigilant for violations. Any cadet found with a phone (on or off, charged or dead batteries) 
will be subject to removal from the camp and sent home. Home Unit Instructors will take full 
charge of these students at this time.  

  All electronic devices to include paging devices, cellular phones, radios, CDs players, MP3-4 
players, IPod, IPad are prohibited at SCCC. Cadets caught with unauthorized devices jeopardize 
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their flight’s honor flight standing and may be removed from training and sent home. You are 
not authorized to have a watch or radio alarm clock.  An amnesty period will be held at the 
beginning of camp to turn in prohibited items.  Those items collected during this period will be 
returned to the cadet at the conclusion of the camp. 
 
  Cadets will not have cars on the camp. 
 
  Cadets will eat properly and drink at least two glasses of water or fruit juice at each meal.  
 
  All soft drink and candy machines are off limits until authorized by the Camp Commander. 
Cadets will not have candy or snack foods in the dorm. Cadets are not authorized to purchase 
candy from the vending machines.  
  Cadets will immediately report any problem within their flight to the Cadre. Less serious 
matters should be reported to the Cadet Flight Commander.  
   
  Cadets will display proper respect to the flag, anthem, and uniform at all times.  
   
  Cadets will be on time to all scheduled activities and will fully participate. 
  
  Sexual harassment will not be tolerated. Any violation will result in loss of position or 
dismissal. 
  
  Cadets will display a positive attitude and a spirit of cooperation at all times.  
 
PROCEDURES  
 
  Daily Schedule: One of the keys to success at SCCC is time management. All flight and 
support cadre cadets will be provided a daily schedule. Cadre cadets are expected to adhere to 
this schedule at all times to ensure they and their flights are on time to all activities. By being on 
time and planning ahead you can maximize your potential and performance.  

  Dining Facility (DFAC) Procedures  

  Cadet Procedures. Flights enter the dining facility with absolutely no talking. Cadets are not 
allowed to talk at any time in the dining facility except when addressed by a cadre or 
instructor. Cadre allowing cadets to talk during the meal will be removed from their 
position as flight commander.  

  There will be one serving line. Flights will form in front of the DFAC and proceed to the 
serving line by columns. Cadet cadre will be the last to proceed through the line and ensure the 
line keeps moving as efficiently as possible.  

  Cadets will move through the line as in marching. At any halted position, cadets execute a sharp 
“Parade Rest” and will come to the position of “Attention” before moving forward in the line.  

  Once the cadet has received their food, they will move to their assigned flight table, place the 
tray on the table and remain at parade rest until each seat is occupied on their table. Cadre flight 
commanders will sit at the end of one of their tables with their flights to ensure all cadets are 
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eating and drinking sufficient water. Support cadre will fill in as needed to have cadre at the ends 
of each table. Once the table is full, cadets and flight cadre will sit and begin eating.  

  All cadets will sit straight in their chairs during the meal and will not lay their heads on 
the table at any time. Cadets and cadre cadets will use proper table manners and will not 
place their elbows on the table or “wolf their food down.”  
 
  Cadets throwing food across the table at another cadet or on the floor will be dealt with harshly 
up to and including dismissal from the camp.  
  Cadets will have 20 minutes from this time to eat after which the group commander will call the 
DFAC to attention. Cadets will come to attention in their seats. The group commander will pass 
any announcements and changes to the schedule. They will again give the command “Rest”. 
This is known as, “Second Rest”. After second rest, cadets may finish their meal. Once the flight 
has finished, the flight commander will move the flight to the next activity. Flight commanders 
will ensure that all cadets have sufficient food and drink at least one 16oz bottle of water before 
leaving the DFAC.  

  Operations and Support Cadre Procedures. Group Staff will sit at the Group staff table. Other 
operations and support cadre may fill in seats as available. Fill all tables and use as few tables as 
possible. Flight commanders will sit with their flights on the end seats. Support cadre will fill in 
and sit on the end seats of tables as needed. Cadre will not break into the line and step in front of 
cadets.  

  Once the flight commander has deemed that all cadets have completed the meal, all cadets will 
leave the DFAC in an orderly fashion and fall-in flight formation to march to the next activity.  
 
Physical Training Procedures  

  Cadets will arise each morning at 0500 on the “First Call”. Flight commanders are responsible 
to ensure that all members of their flight are awake and preparing for PT. All cadets will 
participate in physical training. The executive officer will check dorms after PT formation to 
ensure that no cadet inadvertently slept in.  

  Cadets will wear unit issued PT uniforms with socks and running shoes.  

  At the group commander’s call the squadrons will come to attention. Cadets will perform 
various exercises on the designated PT pad to include pushup, sit-ups, and stretching prior to the 
runs.  

  Cadets will run measured runs for time during SCCC. Run times for male and females will be 
used in awards calculations at SCCC.  

Road Guard Procedures  

  Each road guard will be issued a reflective vest. Two (2) per flight, rotating daily.  

  Two will march at the front of the leading flight and two will march in last file to the rear of the 
trailing flight, behind the flight sergeant.  

  Road guards will not enter an intersection or active driveway without the permission of the 
person in charge of the flights. The person in charge will halt the flights and instruct road guards 
where to stand prior to crossing a street, unless an instructor tells them otherwise.  
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  Once front road guards are in place and the flights are given “Forward March,” the rear road 
guards double time to the front of the flights and replace the front road guards by tapping them 
on the shoulder. Rear road guards will be called in by one of the Cadre Flight Commanders.  

  All road guards return to original positions once relieved.  

Camp Procedures  

  Cadets are not allowed to wander the camp unsupervised unless given specific permission from 
an instructor and must be accompanied by the instructor or cadre cadet.  

  Groups of cadets (three or more) must march as a unit anytime they are proceeding to or from 
an assigned activity. Cadets must maintain cadence at all times. Units may proceed at double 
time only when in proper running uniforms and they maintain the integrity of the flight. Cadets 
will not run while in the duty (service) uniform.  

Dorm Procedures  

  Cadets will remain in their dorm between “Light Out” and “First Call” except for emergencies 
or to use the latrine. Cadets using the latrine must be accompanied by a wingman. 
 
  Cadets will be notified by the public address system and/or fire alarms if emergency conditions 
arise that require dorm evacuation. Cadets will leave the dorm and proceed to the parking lot. 
Stay in your respective flights so the flight commanders can get a head-count. 
  
  Cadets will not be in the dorm of a cadet of the opposite sex at any time. Any violation will 
result in loss of position and/or dismissal. 
  
  Cadets will not congregate in a dorm other than their assigned dorm. 
  
  Cadets will take care of their assigned dorm and all furnishings. Occupants of the dorm will pay 
for any damages incurred. Cadets will not flush any foreign objects down latrine toilets. 
Feminine hygiene items will be disposed of properly in waste containers. Do not flush these 
items. 
  
  Cadets should not have valuables in their dorm. SCCC is not responsible for lost items. Leave 
large amounts of money and jewelry at home or with your home unit instructor.  
 
  Personal preparation time is usually after the last scheduled event of each day. At this time you 
are to:  
 

Prepare your space for the next scheduled area inspection. 
  
Prepare uniform for next scheduled inspection. 
  
Follow cadre for shower instructs. All cadets will shower twice each day. Once in the 
morning after PT and once in the evening after sports. 
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PERSONAL INSPECTION PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS 
  
  “Open Ranks” Personal inspections will be scheduled in accordance with the Schedule of 
Events (SOE). Cadets are expected to “be on the line on time.” All cadets will fall-in by flight 
formation. Flight commanders will have their flights ready for inspection prior to the scheduled 
time. 
  
  Flights will “open ranks” prior to the inspectors’ arrival. The inspectors will inspect the flight 
commanders prior to inspecting cadets. The flight commander will precede the inspector and the 
flight sergeant will follow the inspector and take the report.  
 
DORM INSPECTION STANDARDS 
  
  Dorm Inspection Guidelines. The dorm inspection guidelines should be used by all cadets to 
insure compliance with instructions and by inspectors to insure overall consistency. (See 
Attachment 1.) 
 
  Dorm Inspection Form: The Dorm Inspection Form is to be placed on the center of the pillow 
(secure it with a piece of masking tape or tuck it under edge of pillow in plain sight of the 
inspector). The blanks for Name, Home Unit, Date, Dorm number and Flight must be filled out 
completely (no nicknames). If the form is not present, the inspection score for that day will be 
ZERO. (Note: Items not available for display in locker or other discrepancies will be annotated 
on form so that points will not be deducted.)  
 
  Nametapes. Nametapes must be placed on various articles to identify the specific cadet’s use. 
Use masking tape (cut evenly, not torn) or other labels provided by your Cadre for nametapes. 
Put tapes on the top center of each item being identified. Tapes will be placed on locker door and 
on bed rail below and centered on the 6 inch white collar of the top blanket/sheet. Clearly print 
the last name and first initial of the cadet.  
 
  Beds. Cadets will bring the bedding items outlined in this paragraph to SCCC. Beds will be 
made according to instructions provided by instructors. The top sheet must be a flat sheet that 
will fit a single bed. The bottom sheet should also be a flat sheet. The flat sheet (when used as a 
bottom sheet) will tightly form a 45-degree angle. A solid color blanket (preferably a dark color) 
will cover the top sheet with 6” of the top sheet folded back over the blanket, forming a dust 
cover to the end of the bed. A standard pillow with pillowcase must be grounded against the head 
of the bed, stopping at the end of the mattress. The pillowcase will be smooth across the pillow, 
with excess material folded under the pillow. The pillow opening will face towards the wall. The 
top occupant’s headboard/pillow will be nearest the isle of the dorm; the bottom occupant’s 
headboard/pillow will be nearest the window. 
 
  Shoes. All shoes will be placed at the foot of the occupant’s bed. No shoes, military or civilian, 
will be left in the lockers or presses. Shoes will be grounded against the bedpost and each other. 
Do not leave blank slots in the shoe arrangement. Shoe toes must be pointed out, and all toes 
must align across the width of the bed and even with the edge of the bedpost.  
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  Towel and Washcloth. The towel and washcloth must be white or brown. They will be single-
folded evenly lengthwise and hung on the headboard grounded to the left, with the folded side 
facing the left. 

  Locker. Items will be arranged as indicated in Attachment 1, starting from the left with equal 
spacing between hangers. The front of all clothing items will face left. Trousers will be hung 
with pant legs facing left, zippers out, edges even. All buttons (except top shirt button) will be 
buttoned, and zippers will be zipped. Place the laundry bag at the lower left and small luggage at 
the lower right. No items will be thrown into the bottom of the locker. All items are grounded 
except for hang up clothes. The inside of the locker must be clean and free from any dust or dirt. 
Units should bring extra clothes hangers.  

  Dorm Trash. Each dorm must have a wastebasket, and it must be free of trash. Dormmates 
receive the same point deduction if this is not accomplished.  

  Furniture. All furniture must be free from miscellaneous objects, dust, and dirt. 

  Floor. Floor must be clean of all lint, dust, and dirt. This includes under the beds. Dormmates 
receive the same point deduction if this is not accomplished.  

  Showers and toilets will be swept daily. Cadets do not clean the showers however there will be 
no trash or soap on the floors.  

  Valuables. At no time will valuables be left unsecured in any area of the dorm.  
Note: All flight members receive the same point deductions for discrepancies in common areas.  
 
  Check-out procedures. Upon return from the pass and review and awards ceremony, cadets 
will:  
 
1. Have all drawers open for inspection.  
2. Stand in front of their bunk, grounded against the bunk.  
3. After an instructor clears the dorm, cadets will move outside and stand along the driveway.  
4. Remain along the driveway until all cadets are released. All cadets will be released at the same 
time.  
 
  Instructors will check all cadet dorms to insure that they are not damaged and that all items 
belonging to cadets are removed. Dorm will be left neat and orderly. Following dorm inspection, 
cadets will be released to their home instructors or parents.  
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Sample Schedule of Events 
(Actual SOE will be sent out in late May) 

8 JUNE THU  
0500 WAKE  
0515-0615 RUN 
0620-0700 SHOWER/DORM ARRANGE 
0705-0745 BREAKFAST  
0800-0840 DORM ARRANGE 
0845-0945 BLUES/DORM INSP 
1000-1200 PARADE PRACTICE 
1210-1300 LUNCH 
1310-1430 DRILL EVAL PRACTICE (ANY CADET)  
1445-1615 PARADE PRACTICE 
1615-1705 DINNER 
1710-1930 CLASS 
1940-2040 SPORTS 
2045-2130 SHOWERS   
2140-2155 STAND DOWN 
2155-2210 PERSONAL AREA 
2215 LIGHTS OUT 

6 JUNE TUE 
0500 WAKE  
0515-0615 RUN 
0630-0710 SHOWER 
0715-0745 BREAKFAST  
0745-0830 DORM ARRANGE 
0840-0910 TRANS TO ACTIVITY 
0915-1130 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1135-1200 DRILL NEAR PARADE DECK  
1210-1245 LUNCH NEAR PARADE DECK 
1300-1500 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1510-1530 TRANS TO TALEGA 
1545 1700 PARADE PRACTICE 
1705-1755 DINNER 
1800-1900 SPORTS 
1905-1935 SHOWERS  
1940-2040 DORM ARRANGE 
2045-2145 DORM INSP  
2200 STAND DOWN 
2215 LIGHTS OUT 

7 JUNE WED 
0500 WAKE  
0515-0615 RUN 
0620-0700 SHOWER/DORM ARRANGE 
0705-0735 BREAKFAST  
0740-0755 TRANS TO ACTIVITY 
0800-1000 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1020-1050 SHOWERS  
1100-1120 SNACK 
1130-1230 DRILL 
1240-1340 LUNCH 
1345-1415 TRANS TO ACTIVITY 
1430-1600 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1600-1630 TRANS TO TALEGA 
1645-1800 BLUES INSP/PARADE PRACTICE        
1805-1850 DINNER 
1855-2000 SPORTS 
2010-2040 SHOWERS  
2045-2100 STAND DOWN 
2100-2130 PERSONAL AREA 
2140 LIGHTS OUT 

9 JUNE FRI 
0500 WAKE 
0510-0615 RUN 
0620-0700 SHOWERS/BDU 
0705-0745 BREAKFAST 
1750-0850 DORM INSP 
0855-0920 TRANS TO ACTIVITY 
0930-1130 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1140-1200 TRANS OT TALEGA 
1210-1300 LUNCH 
1310-1500 PARADE PRACTICE 
1500-1645 DRILL EVAL 
1700-1720 TRANS TO ACTIVITY 
1730-1830 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1840-1900 TEST 
1900-2020 ACTIVITY 
2020-2040 TRANS TO TALEGA 
2045-2110 SHOWERS 
2115-2215 GI PARTY/PACK 
2230-2245 STAND DOWN 
2300 LIGHTS OUT 

5 JUNE MON 
0445 CADRE WAKE 
0500 CADET WAKE 
0515-0615 PT 
0630-0715 SHOWERS/BDU’S 
0730 0815 BREAKFAST  
0820-0915 DORM ARRANGEMENT  
0920-0950 TRANS TO ACTIVITY 
1000-1100 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1115-1145 TRANS TO TALEGA 
1150-1240 LUNCH 
1250-1320 TRANS TO ACTIVITY 
1330-1500 ACTIVITY/CLASS 
1510-1520 TRANS TO TALEGA 
1530-1630 DORMITORY ARRANGE CLASS 
1630-1700 DORM ARRANGE PRACTICE 
1710-1800 DINNER 
1810-1930 SPORTS 
1940-2010 SHOWERS  
2010-2050 DORM ARRANGEMENT  
2050-2120 DORM INSP  
2120-2140 PERSONAL TIME (SHOE SHINE) 
2145 LIGHTS OUT 

11 JUNE SAT 
0500 WAKE/SHOWERS 
0600-0700 BREAKFAST 
0710-0830 PARADE PRACTICE 
0830-0845 LATRINE 
0900-1000 PARADE 
1115 LOAD VANS/TRUCKS 
1200 DEPART FOR SANTIAGO 
1400 ARRIVE SANTIAGO 
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What and What Not to Bring 
Current Cadets 
Required Items: 

Toiletries  Garments  Other  
Bath Towel – 3ea 
white or brown 
only 

  Athletic socks – 6 pair 
minimum 

  Two FLAT twin sheets (not 
fitted) 

  

Soap –liquid   V-neck white t-shirt – 3 ea   Sleeping bag or blanket (tightly 
rolled w/name on tag/item) 

  

Deodorant   Presentable underwear (no-g 
strings or thongs) - 6 pair 
minimum 

  One small pillow with pillow 
case 

  

Toothbrush and 
paste 

  One set of civilian clothing   One small lock with key   

Lotion (optional)   2 sets of athletic gear 
(shirt/shorts or sweats) 

  Small flashlight   

Sun block   Running shoes   Shoe shine brush   
Flip flops (for 
showering) 

  Swim suit    Black shoe polish (preferably 
kiwi paste wax) 

  

    Personal items (i.e. females: 
feminine products) 

 

 

AFJROTC Unit Provided: 

3 additional athletic uniforms 
1 additional blue shirt 
1 pair additional blue pants 
3 pair additional black socks 
1 Hat 
Transportation to and from Camp Pendleton 
Meals (excluding during transport to/from camp) 
1 set utility uniform (i.e. BDUs, ABUs)  
1 copy Learn to Lead (L2L) Cadet Drill Guide 

 

The Following Items Are Forbidden: 

Weapons of any kind 
Tobacco products of any kind 
Alcohol products of any kind 
Pornographic material 
Drugs or drug paraphernalia of any kind 
Any item considered offensive and brings discredit to AFJROTC 
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Incoming Freshmen Cadets 
Required Items: 

Toiletries  Garments  Other  
Bath Towel – 3ea 
white or brown 
only 

  Athletic socks – 6 pair 
minimum 

  Two FLAT twin sheets (not 
fitted) 

  

Soap –liquid   V-neck white t-shirt – 3 ea   Sleeping bag or blanket (tightly 
rolled w/name on tag/item) 

  

Deodorant   Presentable underwear (no-g 
strings or thongs) - 6 pair 
minimum 

  One small pillow with pillow 
case 

  

Toothbrush and 
paste 

  One set of civilian clothing   One small lock with key   

Lotion (optional)   4 sets of athletic gear 
(shirt/shorts or sweats) 

  Small flashlight   

Sun block   Running shoes   Shoe shine brush   
Flip flops (for 
showering) 

  Swim suit    Black shoe polish (preferably 
kiwi paste wax) 

  

    Personal items (i.e. females: 
feminine products) 

 

 

AFJROTC Unit Provided: 

4 additional athletic uniforms 
2 Air Force blue shirts 
2 pair Air Force blue pants 
3 pair black socks 
1 Hat 
Transportation to and from Camp Pendleton 
Meals (excluding during transport to/from camp) 
1 set of BDUs (Santiago HS cadets only) 
1 copy Learn to Lead (L2L) Cadet Drill Guide 

 

The Following Items Are Forbidden: 

Weapons of any kind 
Tobacco products of any kind 
Alcohol products of any kind 
Pornographic material 
Drugs or drug paraphernalia of any kind 
Any item considered offensive and brings discredit to AFJROTC 
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Prescription Drugs 

  All prescription and non-prescription medication will be turned into the instructor before 
leaving the Santiago HS campus on June 5th and will be distributed to the cadet as needed/per 
instructions during the camp. Medication will be returned to the cadet upon return to Santiago 
HS after the camp. Please ensure the cadet’s name and instructions for taking medication is on 
the container/bag and inside of a plastic Ziploc bag. 
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Graduation and Awards 
Graduation Day 
 
  Graduation will be held Saturday at a time and place established by the instructors.  A military 
Pass and Review will be conducted on the drill pad.  A review is the formation of troops in group 
or wing marching in a prescribed manner. The purpose is to inspect the degree of drill 
proficiency of officers and airmen and the state of readiness of equipment.  The review will be 
held to allow the camp commander to observe the state of training of the camp. It will consist of 
the following parts:  
- Formation of troops.  
- Inspection of troops (from the reviewing stand).  
- March in review. 
 
Awards 
 
  During the camp, all cadets will have the opportunity to compete for various awards. Award 
recipients will be chosen based on attitude, academic success, athletic determination, drill 
performance, uniform wear and inspection, and dormitory inspections.  Awards will be presented 
after the Pass and Review.
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Attachment 1 - Dormitory Arrangement Instructions 
 

BED ARRANGEMENT 

 

CS= CIVILIAN SHOES 

LC=LOW QUARTERS (MILITARY SHOES) 

SS=SHOWER SHOES 

RS=RUNNING SHOES 

  All shoes will be grounded to their sole and heels and grounded to each other by the outside soles. The 
shoe closest to the foot of the bed will be in line with the foot of the bed. All shoes will be in a straight 
line down the side of the bed at the foot of the bed.

HOSPITAL CORNERS 

CS         LC       SS        RS     RS         SC       LC        CS     

PILLOWS CENTERED AND GROUNDED TO END 
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LOCKER DISPLAY 
 

           IRON 

 HAT         SHOE SHINE KIT 

 

                                                 2 BLUE SHIRTS 2 PT SHORTS 

 2 PT SHIRTS 

                                                 2 BLUE TROUSERS CIVILIAN PANTS 

 CIVILIAN SHIRT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEFT SIDE OF CLOSET 

-Hat will be grounded to left side and front of closet 

-shoe shine kit will be grounded to right side and front of closet 

-iron will be grounded to front of wall locker and to shoe shine kit 

-Air Force blue shirts will be hung with opening to the left. All buttons buttoned except top 
button. 

-Trousers will be hung on hanger with waist on left side of hanger, opening to the front, zipped, 
and buttoned. Waist will be even with end of trousers. 
 
RIGHT SIDE OF CLOSET 

-Clean Air Force PT shirt and shorts will be hung on separate hangers w/front facing left. 

-Civilian shirt will be hung on hanger with front to left 

-Civilian trousers will be hung with waist to left, front facing out, waist even w/leg ends 

-All hanger openings will face to the rear of wall locker and will be evenly spaced and not 
broken
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CLOTHING DRAWER ARRANGEMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  All items in clothing drawer will be placed as viewed, grounded to front and sides where 
applicable. Items will be folded as demonstrated by instructor.

TOWELS 
V-NECK T-SHIRTS 

SOCKS 

UNDERWEAR 

BRA 
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TOWEL DISPLAY 

 
  

 

  Towel and washcloth will be folded in half-length wise and folded over end of top bed rail. 
Folded end will be grounded to left bed post. Ends of towel will be even. 

 

 

LOCKER 

MATTRESS 

MATTRESS 
TOWEL 

TOWEL 

WC

 

WC 
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Attachment 2 - Personal Grooming Standards 
   
  This section outlines personal grooming while wearing any Air Force uniform.  Instructor 
discretion may be used to determine if individual‘s personal grooming is within standards of AFI 
36-2903.  Instructors do not have authority to waive grooming and appearance standards except 
as identified in AFI 36-2903.  The personal grooming standards listed are minimum standards 
that represent common appearance issues and are not all-inclusive. Although cadets have the 
right, within established limits, to express their individuality through their appearance, the Air 
Force has defined what is and what is not an acceptable, professional military image for cadets.  
Except for minor variations based on gender differences, all cadets enrolled in SCCC must 
comply with the same personal grooming standards of the Air Force.  The Cadet Group 
Commander has the responsibility to determine compliance with the letter and intent of AFI 36-
2903 and to correct the obvious violations regardless of whether the situation identified is clearly 
written in AFI 36-2903. 
 
Hair-Male and Female.   
 
  Will be clean, well-groomed, present a professional appearance, and allow proper wear of 
headgear.  Will not contain excessive amounts of grooming aids (e.g. gel, mousse, pomade, and 
moisturizer), appear lopsided, touch either eyebrow, or end below an imaginary line across the 
forehead at the top of the eyebrows that is parallel to the ground.  If applied, dyes, tints, bleaches 
and frostings must result in natural, human hair colors.  The hair color must complement the 
member‘s complexion and skin tone.  Examples of natural human hair colors are brown, blonde, 
brunette, natural red, black or grey.  Prohibited examples (not all inclusive) are burgundy, 
purple, orange, fluorescent or neon colors.  If wigs are worn, they must comply with paragraph 1. 
 
1.  Wigs/Hairpieces/Extensions.  Will meet the same standard required for natural hair and will 
be of good quality, fit properly, and comply with safety, functionality and professionalism. 
 
2.  Hair-Nets.  Worn as required for health or safety reasons.  Made of natural or a synthetic 
material; must be conservative (plain and moderate, being within reasonable limits; not excessive 
or extreme), solid color similar to the member's hair color, also strong enough to support and 
control hair and contain no metal fasteners.  Hair-nets are only authorized when performing 
related duties. 
 
Hair-Male.   
 
  Tapered appearance on both sides and the back of the head, both with and without headgear.  A 
tapered appearance is one that when viewed from any angle outlines the member's hair so that it 
conforms to the shape of the head, curving inward to the natural termination point without 
eccentric directional flow, twists or spiking.  A block-cut is permitted with tapered appearance.  
Hair will not exceed 1¼ inch in bulk, regardless of length and ¼ inch at natural termination 
point; allowing only closely cut or shaved hair on the back of the neck to touch the collar.  Hair 
will not touch the ears or protrude under the front band of headgear.  Cleanly shaven heads, 
military high-and-tight or flat-top cuts are authorized.  Prohibited examples (not all inclusive) 
are Mohawk, mullet, cornrows, dreadlocks or etched design.  Male cadets are not authorized 
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hair extensions.  See Figure 1 for sideburns, mustache and beard and for graphic examples of 
male hair standards. 
 
1.  Sideburns.  If worn, sideburns will be straight and even width (not flared), and will not 
extend below the bottom of the orifice of the ear opening.  Sideburns will end in a clean-shaven 
horizontal line. See Figure 4.2, orifice of the ear opening is at reference point A. 
 
2.  Mustaches.  Male cadets may have mustaches; however they will be conservative (moderate, 
being within reasonable limits; not excessive or extreme) and will not extend downward beyond 
the lip line of the upper lip or extend sideways beyond a vertical line drawn upward from both 
corners of the mouth. See Figure 4.1, reference points B, C, and D. 
 
3.  Beards.  Beards are not authorized unless for medical reasons, when authorized by the 
instructor on the advice of a medical official.  If the instructor authorizes, members will keep all 
facial hair trimmed not to exceed ¼ inch in length.  Individuals granted a shaving waiver will not 
shave or trim any facial hair in such a manner as to give a sculptured appearance.  Instructors 
will monitor progress in treatment to control these waivers.  If necessary for medical reasons, 
facial hair will be kept neat and conservative (moderate, being within required limits (not more 
than ¼ inch); not excessive or extreme), as defined by the instructor. 
 
Hair-Female.   
 
  Minimum length is one inch, unless approved by the instructor upon recommendation from a 
military treatment facility for medical reasons, to a maximum bulk of three inches from scalp.  
Hair will end above the bottom edge of collar and any side of an invisible line drawn parallel to 
the ground.  When in doubt, assess correct length of hair with cadet standing in the position of 
attention.  Except in the physical training uniform (PTU), hair lengths that would be below the 
bottom edge of the collar will be pinned-up with no loose ends.  Bangs will not touch either 
eyebrow, to include an invisible line drawn across eyebrows and parallel to the ground.  If worn, 
hairpins, combs, headbands, elastic bands and barrettes must match the hair color (i.e., blonde, 
brunette, natural red, black, grey), but hair must still comply with bulk and appearance standards.  
Ornaments are not authorized (i.e., ribbons, beads, jeweled pins).  Scrunches are not authorized.  
See Figure 5, for women‘s hair.  Exception: While wearing the PTU, long hair will be secured 
but may have loose ends and may extend below the collar; i.e. ponytails. 
 
1.  The intent is for pinned-up hair to be styled in a manner that prevents loose ends from 
extending upward on the head.  For example, when using a clip or hairpins, hair will not present 
the appearance of a ―rooster tail; when hair is in a bun, all loose ends must be tucked in and 
secured; when hair is in a ponytail, it must be pulled all the way through the elastic band and 
may hang naturally downward and not extending below the bottom of the collar (except while in 
the PTU).  As with all hairstyles, a neat and professional image is essential. 
 
2.  Braids, micro-braids and cornrows are authorized.  However, they must be a natural looking 
color for human beings similar to the individual's hair color; conservative (moderate, being 
within reasonable limits; not excessive or extreme) and not present a faddish appearance.  A 
braid is three or more portions/strands of interwoven hair.  When worn, multiple braids shall be 
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of uniform dimension, small in diameter (approx. ¼ inches), show no more than ¼ inch of scalp 
between the braids and must be tightly interwoven to present a neat, professional and well-
groomed appearance.  Braids must continue to the end of the hair in one direction, in a straight 
line, and may be worn loose or a secured style within hair standards above.  Dreadlocks, (defined 
as long strands of hair that have been twisted closely from the scalp down to the tips; heavy 
matted coils of hair which form by themselves, eventually fusing together to form a single dread; 
or unkempt, twisted, matted individual parts of hair), shaved head, flattops and military high-
and-tight cuts are not authorized hairstyles for female cadets. 
 
3. Hair color, highlights, and frosting will not be faddish and will be natural looking hair color 
for human beings, similar to the individual‘s hair color (e.g. black, brunette, blond, natural red, 
and grey). 
 
Fingernails.  
 
  Male cadets are not authorized to wear nail polish while in uniform.  If worn by females, nail 
polish will be a single color that does not distinctly contrast with the female cadet‘s complexion, 
detract from the uniform, or be extreme colors.  Some examples of extreme colors included, but 
are not limited to, purple, gold, blue, black, bright (fire engine) red and florescent colors.  Do not 
apply designs to nails or apply two-tone or multi-tone colors; however, white-tip French 
manicures are authorized.  Fingernails must not exceed ¼ inch in length beyond the tip of the 
finger and must be clean and well-groomed.  Fingernails must not interfere with the performance 
of assigned duties.  Fingernails must not hinder proper fit of prescribed uniform items. 
 
Cosmetics.   
 
  Male cadets are not authorized to wear cosmetics.  Female cadets may wear cosmetics; 
however, if worn, they will be conservative (moderate, being within reasonable limits; not 
excessive or extreme) and in good taste.  Female cadets will not wear shades of lipstick that 
distinctly contrast with their complexion, that detract from the uniform, or that are extreme 
colors.  Some examples of extreme colors include but are not limited to, purple, gold, blue, 
black, bright (fire-engine) red, and fluorescent colors. 
 
Tattoos/Brands/Body Markings.   
 
  For purposes of this SOP, a tattoo is defined as a picture, design, or marking made on the skin 
or other areas of the body by staining it with an indelible dye, or by any other method, including 
pictures, designs, or markings only detectible or visible under certain conditions (such as 
ultraviolet or invisible ink tattoos).  A brand is defined as a picture, design, or other marking that 
is burned into the skin or other areas of the body.  Body markings are pictures, designs, or other 
markings as a result of using means other than burning to permanently scar or mark the skin.  
Cadets who violate the prohibitions and provisions in AFI 36-2903 paragraphs 3.4.1 and 3.4.1.1, 
3.4.2, and 3.4.2.1 are subject to disenrollment in SCCC. 
 

1. Tattoos/Brands/Body Markings. (Unauthorized content). Tattoos/brands/body markings 
anywhere on the body that are obscene, commonly associated with gangs, extremist, 
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and/or supremacist organizations, or that advocate sexual, racial, ethnic, or religious 
discrimination are prohibited.  Tattoos/brands/body markings with unauthorized content 
that are prejudicial to good order and discipline or the content is of a nature that tends to 
bring discredit upon the Air Force are prohibited.  Cadets found to be wearing such 
markings are subject to disenrollment from SCCC. 
 

Body Piercing/Ornamentation. 
 
In uniform on or off a military installation: With the exception of earrings for women, all 
members are prohibited from attaching, affixing, or displaying objects, articles, jewelry or 
ornamentation to or through the ear, nose, tongue, eye brows, lips, or any exposed body part 
(includes visible through the uniform). 
 
In civilian attire on official duty:  With the exception of earrings for women, all members are 
prohibited from attaching, affixing or displaying objects, articles, jewelry or ornamentation to 
and/or through the ear, nose, tongue, eye brows, lips, or any exposed body part (includes visible 
through clothing). 
 
Dental ornamentation:  Teeth, whether natural, capped, or veneered, will not be ornamented with 
designs, jewels, initials, etc. The use of yellow gold, white gold, or platinum caps (permanent or 
temporary) merely to add ornamentation to the teeth and not required by dental/medical 
necessity is prohibited while in uniform.  Waivers are not required for cadets with permanent 
yellow gold, white gold or platinum caps that were applied as a result of dental/medical 
necessity.  Members with official documentation that they received permanent yellow gold, 
white gold, or platinum caps which were not applied as a result of dental/medical necessity, prior 
to 13 June 2011, are grandfathered.  No other dental ornamentation is grandfathered. 
 
Body Alteration/Modification.  Intentional alterations and/or modifications to a members body 
that result in a visible, physical effect that disfigures, deforms or otherwise detracts from a 
professional military image are prohibited. Examples of prohibited conduct include (but are not 
limited to) tongue splitting or forking, tooth filing, acquiring visible, disfiguring skin implants.  
Gouging (piercing holes large enough to permit light to shine through) is permitted as long as the 
gages are removed to comply with the above paragraphs.  Be advised that gouging is not 
permitted in the U.S. military and will be a disqualifier for those who seek entry into any of the 
services. 
 
Cadets who intentionally alter and/or modify any part of their bodies in order to achieve a 
visible, physical effect that disfigures, deforms or otherwise detracts from a professional military 
image may be subject to disenrollment, as determined appropriate by the instructor. 
 
Jewelry.   
 
  Jewelry will NOT be worn at any time during camp. 
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Watches.   
 
  Watches are only to be worn by the Cadet Group Commander and Deputy Commander.  All 
other cadets that bring watches, alarm clocks will have them confiscated for the duration of the 
camp and returned to them after graduation. 
 
Eyeglasses/Sunglasses/Contact Lenses.   
 
  Will be worn in the manner for which they are made while in uniform.  Eyeglasses and 
sunglasses will not be worn around the neck or on top/back of head or exposed hanging on the 
uniform. 
 
Eyeglasses and sunglasses may have conservative ornamentation on nonprescription sunglasses 
or eyeglasses, frames may be black or brown material or gold or silver wire.  Brand name glasses 
may be worn with small logo on frames or lenses.  Logo must be same color as frames or lenses.  
Conservative wrap-around sunglasses may be worn. Conservative, clear, slightly tinted or 
photosensitive lenses are authorized.  Faddish styles and mirrored lenses are prohibited.  
Sunglasses (to include darkened photosensitive lenses) are not authorized in formation.  
Exception: Sunglasses are not authorized in formation, unless for medical reasons, e.g., 
PRK/Lasik surgery and when authorized by an instructor on the advice of a medical official. 
 
Contact Lenses.  Contact lenses will be natural looking in shape and design.  They will be clear 
in color and not change the color of the cadet‘s natural eye color.
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Figure 4.1.  Air Force Male Grooming Standards (front view) 

 

 

Figure 4.2.  Air Force Male Grooming Standards (side view) 
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Figure 5.  Air Force Female Grooming Standards 
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Santiago HS, Norco HS, and Rubidoux HS 

Cadet Leadership Course (CLC) – Camp Pendleton - June 4-10, 2017 

Attachment 3 - Consent for Treatment 
I (Parent/Guardian) ________________________ authorize the chaperones of SCCC to 
administer basic first aid and treatment to my (son/daughter) _____________________________. 

I understand that these chaperones are adult volunteers and are not contracted by the Corona Norco 
Unified School District or Camp Pendleton.   

I  DO _____      I DO NOT______ authorize the chaperones to administer the following over the 
counter medications.  These medications will be stocked at camp and will be used on an as needed 
basis to treat illness or injury: 

• Acetaminophen (Tylenol)
• Ibuprofen (Advil, Motrin)
• Decongestants
• Antihistamines (Claritin, Zyrtec, Benadryl)
• Cough syrup (Robitussin)
• Cough drops
• Topical antibiotics (Neosporin)
• Hydrogen peroxide
• Hydrocortisone
• Anti-diarrheal (Imodium)
• Antacids (Tums, Maalox)
• Eye drops (Visine, moisture)

Evaluation and treatment may be overseen by a volunteer nurse who is first aid/CPR certified.  

If at any time, the participant’s illness or injury is determined to put them or others at risk or they 
are unable to complete the requirements of SCCC, then their parent/guardian will be contacted.  It 
will then be the responsibility of the parent/guardian to arrange for timely pick up from Camp 
Pendleton.  

EMS will be activated as indicated. 

Participant Health Information (please include medical, emotional and allergies): 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________ 

Authorized signature________________________   Contact #_____________________ 

Print name_________________________________    Date________________________
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Santiago HS, Norco HS, and Rubidoux HS 

Cadet Leadership Course (CLC) – Camp Pendleton - June 4-10, 2017 

____________________________ ________________ _______________________________. 
Print Cadets Last Name, Then First   State & Unit #  Name of High School 

Attachment 4 - Camp Pendleton / SCCC Release and Hold 
Harmless Agreement 

I am the Parent/Guardian of _______________________________(“Participant”) who is under 
eighteen years of age, and I am fully competent to sign this Agreement. I give permission for 
Participant to participate in the Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge Cadet Leadership Course 
(AFJROTC) (hereafter “the Program”). I acknowledge that there is a risk of injury from the activity 
involved in leadership training and physical training activities, including the potential for 
permanent disability and death. I understand and appreciate the nature of such hazards and risks. 
In consideration of Participant being permitted to participate in the Program, I, on behalf of myself, 
my heirs, successors, and assigns, and as parent or legal guardian of Participant, KNOWINGLY 
AND FREELY ASSUME ALL SUCH RISKS, both known and unknown, EVEN IF ARISING 
FROM THE NEGLIGENCE of the Program, Camp Pendleton, the State of California, their 
respective officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, members, successors and assigns, and 
I assume full responsibility for my child’s participation in the camp. 
I, on behalf of myself, my heirs, successors, and assigns, and as parent or legal guardian of 
Participant, HEREBY RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS the Program, Camp Pendleton, the 
State of California, their respective officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, members, 
successors and assigns, (“Releasees”), WITH RESPECT TO ANY AND ALL INJURY, 
DISABILITY, DEATH, or loss or damage to person or property, WHETHER CAUSED BY THE 
NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASEES OR OTHERWISE, that may result from or occur during 
Participant's participation in the Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge at Camp Pendleton. 
I further agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Program, Camp Pendleton, the State of 
California, their respective officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, members, successors 
and assigns, from liability for the injury or death of any person(s) and damage to property that may 
result from Participant's negligent or intentional act or omission while participating in the Program. 
I HAVE READ THIS RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK 
AGREEMENT, FULLY UNDERSTANDING ITS TERMS. I UNDERSTAND THAT I HAVE 
GIVEN UP SUBSTANTIAL RIGHTS BY SIGNING IT. I SIGN IT FREELY AND 
VOLUNTARILY WITHOUT ANY INDUCEMENT. 

Participant’s name: ____________________________________________________ 
Last, First, Middle Initial 

Parent’s / Guardian’s name: ____________________________________________________ 
Last, First, Middle Initial 

Signature of Parent / Guardian: ______________________________________ Date: _________ 

I also agree to follow all instructions and procedures. 

Participant’s Signature: ____________________________________________ Date: _________
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 __________________________________________ __________________ _______________________________. 
 Print Cadets Last Name, Then First  State & Unit #  Name of High School  

Attachment 5 - Cadet Leadership Course Screening 
Questionnaire 

To The Cadet and Parent/Guardian: It is mandatory to complete this screening form prior to participating in the 
Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge. Return this completed questionnaire to your AFJROTC Instructor.  

Any YES response requires clearance from a competent medical authority prior to participation in any 
physical activity. Must be cleared prior to arriving for CLC. Clearance forms must be attached.  

(CIRCLE YES OR NO) 
1. Has there been any significant change to your health in the past 6 months?  YES - NO  

2. Do you have any recurring back, neck, painful or “trick joints,” foot or leg problems? YES - NO 

3. Are you currently on a medical profile exempting you from PT activities? YES - NO 

4. Do you have any problems with hearing or loss of vision in either eye? YES - NO 

5. Do you have severe allergies (food or otherwise) and/or are you allergic to bee or insect stings?  YES - NO

6. Have you been treated for mental condition? YES - NO 

7. Has a physician ever indicated you have heart disease, heart or breathing problems? YES - NO 

a. Do you suffer from pains in your chest, especially with physical activity? YES - NO 

b. Do you feel faint or have dizzy spells during or after physical activity? YES - NO 

c. Do you have shortness of breath related to asthma or any other condition that exercise
could aggravate? YES - NO 

8. Have you experienced a significant weight change in the past 6 months? YES - NO 

a. If “Yes”, indicate the estimated amount gained or lost: ______ lbs.

9. Have you ever been diagnosed or displayed symptoms of heat stress? YES - NO 

10. Do you take any daily medication, and/or are you presently under the care of a doctor? YES - NO 

If “Yes,” please list/explain: _______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________  
______________________________________________________________________________  

11. Do you have any other medical issues that may cause a safety concern during physical exercise?  YES - NO

a. If “Yes,” please list: ____________________________________________________________

12. Do you give permission for your child to be given over the counter medication such as Tylenol  YES - NO

and Benadryl?

13. Do you have any special dietary needs (i.e. no pork, vegetarian) _____________________ YES - NO 

__________________________________________ ___________ 
(Signature of Cadet)  (Date)  

I give permission for my child to participate in the physical activities conducted during CLC. These activities 
include running, push-ups, sit-ups, volleyball, kickball, team games, marching, and other stretching and 
warm-up exercises. 
______________________________________ ______________________________________ _______________ 
(Printed Name of Parent/Guardian)  (Signature of Parent/Guardian)  (Date) 

The Privacy Act of 1974 applies. The sole purpose of this form is to gather information to be used for screening a candidate for participation as an AFJROTC cadet in the AFJROTC Physical 
Training (PT) Program. This form is for internal use only. Disclosure is voluntary; however, failure to disclose will result in the inability to participate in the Southwest Coast Cadet Challenge
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Santiago HS, Norco HS, and Rubidoux HS 

Cadet Leadership Course (CLC) – Camp Pendleton - June 4-10, 2017 

Attachment 6 – CNUSD Consent Form 
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